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In this work, a crystal elasto-viscoplastic model was modified to account for the
anisotropic mechanical response of magnesium aluminum alloys. Crystal plasticity may offer new
understanding of these alloys by explicitly modeling the texture development that profoundly
affects the properties of magnesium. The model is able to account for the individual slip systems
of both the cubic and hexagonal phases. The constants of the model were determined from
published experimental AZ31 data, and the plastic hardening response is shown to match these
results well using a modification to the hardening rule to approximate the kinetics of twinning.
Model aggregates were created with aluminum compositions representative of common
magnesium structural alloys. This approach allows the effect of varying percentage of cubic
phase on the hexagonal magnesium alloy aggregate to be studied both in terms of macroscopic
response and the crystallographic changes occurring within the system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A renewed interest has been shown in alloys of magnesium as methods of forming and
working the metal have been improved and the need for lighter weight components has increased.
Magnesium alloys may offer significant weight savings in automotive components and in other
applications if the anisotropy that controls their hexagonal close-packed structure can be better
understood. Magnesium has many complex deformation characteristics that have not yet been
completely captured in modeling efforts. This work represents an attempt to model magnesium
alloys comprising more than one phase within the microstructure. Aluminum is one of the most
common alloying elements used to improve the mechanical properties of magnesium, and the
relationship between the FCC phase aluminum and the HCP phase magnesium is therefore
significant. In this work, a crystal plasticity model was used to examine the deformation behavior
of magnesium alloys with varying amounts of aluminum. Crystal plasticity models allow the
material to be studied at a mesoscale level explicitly modeling the discrete grains and slip
systems. This is particularly beneficial in this case as the differences in texture evolution and
neighbor interaction due to the presence of the aluminum can be observed.
An existing elasto-viscoplastic crystal plasticity model (Marin, 2006) was modified and
implemented in a material point simulator code and as a user material routine in the finite element
code ABAQUS. The model was modified to allow the use of two separate phases within the
aggregate, and the hardening rule was changed to account for the twinning behavior of the
magnesium crystals.

Although it was not incorporated into the kinematics, the twinning

modification related the local slip system strength to the kinetic strength of the slip systems
1

resulting from twinning. Verification was performed by comparing the responses generated by
the two implementations of the model and by comparing various size aggregates to ensure the use
of a representative volume element. Models were created to represent aluminum compositions
representative of the common magnesium alloys and were subjected to simulated plane strain
compression and uniaxial tension loading. The effect of the aluminum alloying phase on the
stress response and texture of the magnesium matrix is presented and discussed based on the
simulation results.
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CHAPTER II
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

2.1 Magnesium Alloy Characteristics

2.1.1 Brief History of Experimental Work
Initial knowledge of magnesium’s deformation characteristics was determined largely
through the experimental work conducted during the 1950s and 1960s. Burke and Hibbard
(1952) quantified the critical resolved shear stress value for magnesium’s main deformation
mechanism, basal slip, through single crystal tensile testing. Wonsiewicz and Backofen (1967)
showed through single crystal plane strain tests that the limited number of slip systems in
magnesium contributes to its strong anisotropy and to its twinning behavior. They observed also
the increased ductility at higher temperatures that would allow forming of the metal. Kelley and
Hosford (1968a) considered the differences in deformation depending on the single crystal
orientation of both pure magnesium and magnesium containing thorium or lithium. Their results
provided important information on the active slip and twin systems at room temperature. Kelley
and Hosford (1968b) then experimented with textured magnesium plate and with alloying
additions producing results consistent with their single crystal work.

In both single and

polycrystal tests, the addition of lithium and thorium provided a considerable solid solution
strengthening effect increasing the stress response significantly during the first 0.2 percent strain
for all the crystallographic orientations tested. Kelley and Hosford (1968b) also showed that the
yield surface of magnesium is quite anisotropic if the magnesium is textured. They made the
crucial discovery that polycrystalline magnesium becomes more anisotropic as it becomes more
textured.
3

2.1.2 Deformation Mechanisms in Magnesium
Magnesium’s mechanical behavior is characterized by the limited number of slip systems
of its hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure.

The Taylor criteria requires five

independent slip systems for the plastic deformation of a polycrystal. In face-centered cubic
(FCC) structured metals, the five slip systems are present in one family allowing plastic
deformation to occur with relative ease. In HCP-structured metals various primary and secondary
slip and twinning mechanisms must interact to allow deformation (Kocks and Westlake, 1967).
The slip systems are described using the Miller-Bravais system’s four indices (Otte and Crocker,
1965). The indices are based on three axes 120° apart in the basal plane and a vertical c-axis
normal to the basal plane. The axes and slip planes are shown in Figure 1.1 (Graff et al., 2007).
 0 on the basal
The primary slip system in magnesium is slip in its close packed direction 112
{0001} plane. Other possible slip systems include slip on prismatic 1100 planes, pyramidal
0111 planes, or pyramidal 1122 planes all in the 1120 direction except for the 1122
system which is in the 1123 direction. These systems show considerably higher critical
resolved shear stresses (Agnew et al., 2001). Together, basal slip and prismatic slip give four
independent systems on which slip can occur. Pyramidal slip is only activated when the material
is subjected to high temperatures although it can then allow magnesium to satisfy the Taylor
criterion (Agnew and Duygulu, 2005) (Brown et al., 2005).

Twinning behavior typically

provides the necessary fifth mode of deformation at lower temperatures (Wagoner et al., 2006).
The classical theory of twinning is that of a parent lattice re-oriented by atom movement
equal to simple shear of the lattice points of some percentage of the lattice (Christian, 1995).
This method of deformation is common in HCP-structured materials which lack a sufficient
number of slip mechanisms to meet the Taylor criteria. During twinning, a portion of the crystal
structure rotates to a specific, symmetric position within the lattice. The twinned portion of the
lattice becomes a mirror image of the undeformed lattice. Retwinning and untwinning may also
4

occur. The tendency of a crystal to twin is determined in large part by its c/a ratio. The c/a ratio
of magnesium, 1.624, is relatively near the ideal value. The most common twinning mechanism
  although 1011 1012
  twinning may also occur (Brown, et al.,
in magnesium is 1012 1011
2005). The polar characteristics of twinning only allow it to take place in one direction of
deformation, and this direction is determined by the c/a ratio. The 1012 twin in magnesium is
only activated during tension of the c-axis (Staroselsky and Anand, 2003) (Agnew and Duygulu,
2005). This unique characteristic means that if magnesium becomes highly textured such that a
majority of the crystals are oriented similarly, twinning will occur in one loading direction but not
in the other (Nave and Barnett, 2004). This tendency to twin can give an initial yield strength
differential of up to 2/3 between tensile and compressive loading making designing magnesium
components more challenging. Since the lattice strains required to create a twin are small, the
total amount of deformation that can be produced by twinning is also relatively small. In
magnesium, after a strain of about 6% essentially all possible twinning has taken place and the
remainder of the deformation occurs by slip (Kelley and Hosford, 1968a) (Kelley and Hosford,
1968b).

Figure 1.1

HCP slip planes: basal {0001}, prismatic 1100, pyramidal π1 0111,
π2 1122, and π3 1012 (Graff et al., 2007)

5

2.1.3 Advantages of Magnesium
The ever-increasing need to make components lighter and more efficient continues to
make magnesium more desirable. The low density of magnesium compared to steel, iron, and
even aluminum could provide significant weight savings. Its vibration damping ability, improved
heat resistance, ability to shield from electromagnetic waves, and good machinability are also
noteworthy. Another benefitial factor is the relative abundance of magnesium in the earth’s crust
and ocean. Magnesium comprises 0.13% of ocean water, providing a tremendous source for the
metal (Avedesian and Baker, 1999). Cast magnesium components have a relatively long history
in the automotive industry having been used since the early 1970s. German automaker
Volkswagen used them extensively. The Volkswagen Beetle automobile is probably the largest
single application to date since millions of Beetles were produced using a magnesium alloy
crankcase and transmission housing. Use of magnesium by Japanese automakers has steadily
increased and has been applied to diverse applications such as steering column components, dash
structures, seat frames, door frames, intake manifolds, transmission cases, engine covers, and
engine oil pans. Magnesium has thus far seen limited use in the aerospace industry (Watari,
2006).
In this work, aluminum alloying compositions representative of AZ31, AM60, and AZ91
magnesium alloys will be considered. The AZ-series alloys have aluminum as their primary
alloying element and a small amount (less than 1%) of zinc as a secondary element providing
additional strength and corrosion resistance. The AM-series alloys also use aluminum primarily
with a small percentage of manganese acting to improve corrosion resistance. AZ91 is typically
used in pressure die castings and is available in high purity forms which are quite resistant to
corrosion. AZ31 is one of the most common wrought magnesium alloys and is used in many
diverse applications. AM60 makes use of aluminum and manganese to create a casting alloy with
a high ductility and fracture toughness (Avedesian and Baker, 1999).
6

2.1.4 Motivation to Numerically Model Magnesium Alloys
Although considerable testing has been done more knowledge is needed to make the
production of magnesium parts more feasible. The majority of magnesium components are
produced through die casting although wrought magnesium typically has superior mechanical
properties (Bettles and Gibson, 2005). The difficulty in room temperature forming has thus far
limited wrought part production since warm temperature forming is more cost prohibitive for
most mass production applications. The anisotropy caused by magnesium’s low symmetry HCP
crystal structure is of great importance in the study of its mechanical behavior. As metals are
subjected to inelastic deformation microstructural changes occur as the crystals are rotated to take
on preferred orientations. Changes in crystallographic orientation of magnesium crystals lead to
drastic changes in the deformation modes causing both the significant tension/compression
asymmetry and the considerable in-plane strength anisotropy of magnesium alloy sheet. Crystal
plasticity simulation methods explicitly model the discrete grains and slip systems completely
accounting for this texture dependence. This knowledge could help shed light on remaining areas
of question and lead to improved continuum level plasticity models.

2.2 Multiple Phase Metals

2.2.1 Simulating Multiple Phase Materials
When simulating alloys, one must determine how the properties of each phase combine to
form the macroscopic properties of the material and the ways in which the individual properties
of one phase change due to the presence of the other phase. The different deformation
characteristics of the separate phases cause interaction stresses and strains between them (Ankem
et al., 2006). The relationship of the phases to one another and the interactions between the
grains under deformation must be taken into account since the internal interfaces between the
7

phases can influence damage and internal stresses during plastic deformation (Brechet et al.,
1994). The volume fraction of each respective phase must be considered along with as much
additional information as possible including the grain sizes of the phases, the pattern of dispersion
of the phases, and the shape or aspect ratio of each phase (Thibaux et al., 2000). An ideally
simulated microstructure would account for all this information although a model incorporating
these factors would be highly complex and difficult to create.
Although simulation of magnesium / aluminum alloys as multiple phase is novel, other
alloy combinations have been studied more extensively and the methods used are applicable to
this work. Hartig and Mecking (2005) simulated a copper / iron alloy by grouping approximately
20 prismatic-shaped grains of like material together within a volume element. Each grain was
discritized into many elements limiting the simulation to only 126 grains. Han and Dawson
(2005) also considered a virtual alloy of iron and copper to determine how the interactions
between the differing phase grains influence the sharing of stresses in the grains and the overall
aggregate. Han and Dawson used dodecahedra-shaped grains each composed of 48 elements to
make a 2,360 grain volume. They determined this relatively small number of grains to be
sufficient in their consideration of lattice strain partitioning. The iron and copper phases were
distributed in a uniform manner. Barton and Dawson (2001) examined multiple phase titanium
using a small number of dodecahedra grains grouped in the central portion of the volume and
surrounded by elements to isolate the interior grains from the boundary conditions.
The goal of our simulations was to use simple meshes that allowed the relative amounts
of cubic and hexagonal phase to be varied easily. The texture evolution within the grains could
have been modeled more effectively if each grain had been resolved into numerous elements, but
this would have significantly reduced the number of grains we were able to study. In order to use
an adequate number of FCC and HCP grains in each of the cases, each grain was taken to be a
single element and the elements modeled as FCC were randomly dispersed within the HCP
8

matrix. The random assignment of phase was used in many of the other multiple phase works
successfully (Barton and Dawson, 2001) (Thibaux et al., 2000).

2.2.2 Magnesium Alloys as Multiple Phase
Little work has been done in which the constituent phases of magnesium alloys are
modeled separately; typically material models are fit to the aggregate as a whole. The crystal
plasticity model used here allows us to model separately both magnesium and aluminum phases
within the representative microstructure accounting for the appropriate slip systems and
deformation behavior of the FCC and the HCP structures. Aluminum is modeled as the alloying
element since it is the most effective addition to magnesium improving its strength, hardness, and
castability. Physically, the size of aluminum atoms is relatively close to that of magnesium atoms
making solid solubility possible. The magnesium aluminum phase diagram indicates that at
aluminum contents of less than 10%, all of the aluminum should form solid solution, however,
this is typically not the case.

Usually the aluminum is found in solid solution with the

magnesium, in cubic Mg17Al12 along grain boundaries, and in small amounts of Al8Mn5. The
solid solubility of aluminum decreases with decreasing temperature making the amount of
Mg17Al12 present dependant on quenching rate and temperature (Jones, 2001). Beldjoudi et al.
(1993) showed that as AZ91 is heated to the T6 condition, only 3% of the aluminum remains
soluble and the rest forms lamellar Mg17Al12. The precipitation of Mg17Al12 from solid solution is
difficult to predict. At high aging temperature it may be continuous forming a Widmanstaten
pattern while at lower temperatures it may be discontinuous forming from the grain boundaries in
a lamellar form.
The degree of solid solubility between magnesium and aluminum does not allow its
alloys to form the entirely separate phases within the microstructure seen in combinations such as
copper and iron. Magnesium and aluminum do form intermetallic compounds; however, the
9

presence of both cubic and hexagonal constituents in most magnesium alloys led us to create a
model capable of accounting for both. It is difficult to determine the percentage of each phase
within the aggregate since the microstructure is so dependant upon the aging conditions. We
chose to express the weight fraction of aluminum in the alloys as a volume fraction and specify
that percentage of the elements of the finite element meshes to be modeled using the FCC portion
of the model. Therefore, for AZ31, the 3 weight percent aluminum composition corresponds to a
1.993 volume percent of aluminum after taking into account the densities of both phases. In the
same way, the 6 weight percent aluminum in AM60 was taken to be 4.113 volume percent
aluminum, and the 9 weight percent volume aluminum in AZ91 was specified as 6.373 volume
percent. This was accomplished by writing a simple code to print element definitions that
randomly assigned the desired number of elements to be defined as the alloy material and the rest
to be assigned as the magnesium material. The code was written to print an element definition in
a form that could be inserted into the ABAQUS input file. Two parameters must be specified
before compiling the code – the total number of grains and the volume percentage of alloy
composition. This code is given for reference in Appendix I.

2.3 Magnesium Alloy Forming

2.3.1 Challenges in the Forming of Magnesium Alloys
One of the barriers to greater use of magnesium alloys is the difficulty forming them.
The limited number of slip systems and the strong basal texture are traditionally attributed to the
formability limitations. The highly anisotropic nature of magnesium means that this texture has a
profound effect on the behavior of the metal (Kelley and Hosford, 1968a). At high working
temperatures, the pyramidal slip system becomes active and twinning is not required for plastic
deformation to occur. Forming and working of the metal becomes easier and the difference
10

between tensile and compressive yield strengths decreases significantly (Avedesian and Baker,
1999). For this reason, forming and working operations are typically conducted at elevated
temperature where ductility is increased and the flow strength decreased. The required forming
temperature is dependent upon the desired formed geometry of the part, but it has been observed
that temperatures above 300 C greatly improve forming (Lim and Yong, 2006). Extensive
experimental testing has shown increased compressive ductility at temperatures as low as 150 C
in other cases (Jain and Agnew, 2007). This is a limitation in the use of our isothermal crystal
plasticity model to examine magnesium alloys since these temperature dependent effects are not
taken into account.
High temperature forging does have benefits including the elimination of subsequent
annealing requirements in some applications and reduced springback allowing closer tolerances.
However, high temperature requirements increase production costs and can be impractical for
mass-produced components. The significant texture evolution characteristic of magnesium is also
reduced as temperature is increased and more slip systems are active (Agnew and Duygulu,
2005). If the texture development is well understood, the property changes it causes can be
manipulated to give the alloy more favorable properties. The forming process can be modified or
the alloy composition changed in ways that work to make wrought magnesium more usable.

2.3.2 Twinning in Magnesium Forming
The forming of sheet metals involves primarily in-plane loading making the properties of
the metal in this loading direction of primary interest. Rolled magnesium products typically
exhibit a higher strength and elongation in the transverse direction (Avedesian and Baker, 1999).
In magnesium sheet, the texture created during processing causes the c-axis of the majority of the
HCP crystals to align with the normal direction of the sheet. Therefore, loading which causes
tension in the sheet normal direction will activate twinning, but loading causing compression in
11

the sheet normal direction will not. In terms of the loading in the rolling direction considered in
this work, compression will cause twinning and tension will not. As will be shown, twinning
causes a considerably lower initial yield during compression and a unique inflected shaped stress
response during early stages of deformation. Once all the grains have undergone twinning, the
compressive deformation occurs by slip and the response is similar to that of tensile loading.
Some twins may occur during in-plane tension however due to their initial orientation differing
from the predominant texture or the grain interactions may cause a stress state producing a twin.
These twins are infrequent however, and do not have as significant an effect on behavior as the
compressive loading which causes the majority of the grains to twin. It has been suggested that
while twinning itself may not limit formability, the rapid rate of hardening caused by twinning at
low temperature causes high stress and can lead to strain instabilities and the formation of cracks
at low strains (Jain and Agnew, 2007). Twinning is quite common in magnesium sheet materials,
and its profound effect must be accounted for when modeling the metal.

2.3.3 Methods of Numerically Modeling Twinning
Twinning causes a crystalographic rotation of portions of the grains of the material which
is difficult to model.

Ideally the rotations would be tracked and the grains divided into

subregions with crystallographic orientation that is changed during twinning. The rotation of the
crystal occurs more suddenly than the gradual change occuring during slip. The volume fraction
of the crystal which has undergone twinning determines the effect on the material response.
Twins do form at a consistent rotated angle from the undeformed lattice which aids in modeling,
but the possibilities of untwinning and retwinning also should be taken into account.
Numerous and diverse attempts have been made to computationally represent twinning
behavior. Lebensohn and Tome (1993) developed a viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model
which was able to predict the response of an aggregate using single crystal information. The
12

VPSC model may also be used in an inverse manner to examine grain level response if the
behavior of the aggregate is known. In this case, the model is able to provide information about
the slip and twinning mechanisms and the texture evolution that created the known material
response.

Based upon this formulation, Staroselsky and Anand (2003) developed a non-

hardening crystal-mechanics-based constitutive model which was used to model the tensile and
compressive responses of AZ31B.

This model was shown to be effective in reproducing

experimental results. Agnew and Duygulu (2005) also used the VPSC model to reproduce the
texture evolution and forming r-values experimentally observed at different temperatures by
varying the deformation mechanisms which were active. Srinivasa et al. (1997) developed a
macroscopic phenomenological constitutive model which incorporated three-dimensional
discontinous twinning. This representation of twinning involved the use of different natural states
of the material with each state representing a different twinning system. The transition from the
untwinned to the twinned configuration was signaled by a specified nucleation barrier on the
deformation gradient. This model was shown to track the progress of the increasing portion of
twinning occuring in the material, but wasn’t extended to relate the effect of the twinning on the
stress strain response. Barnett et al. (2005) developed a semi-physical analytical constitutive
model to demonstrate the difference in stress strain response between tension and compression in
the presence of twinning in magnesium. They specified a parameter which controled the fraction
of material undergoing twinning and used this in a law of mixtures to modify the flow stress. The
parameter was changed to accurately simulate tension and compression behavior. Recently Graff
et al. (2007) developed a visco-plastic crystal plasticity model using a term in the hardening rule
to account for twinning. This term treated twinning as an additional slip system without taking
into account the rotation of the grains during physical twinning. This term was activated as
needed in tensile or compressive loading and produced the drastic increase in stress at the strain
level at which all the grains of the material have twinned.
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CHAPTER III
CRYSTAL PLASTICITY THEORY

3.1 Crystal Plasticity Overview

3.1.1 Motivation for Crystal Plasticity Simulation
Crystal plasticity methods represent a mesoscale, or grain-level, scale of study in terms of
multi-scale material modeling (Kocks et al., 1998). These models use constitutive equations to
model the behavior of single crystals and some type of averaging scheme to formulate a
macroscopic response from the individual crystal responses (Cuitino and Ortez, 1992) (Marin and
Dawson, 1998). They allow simulation of the slip system strain hardening and internal stress
development within the aggregate. Crystal plasticity theories do use a significant number of
internal state variables making them relatively computationally costly, but, in the case of
magnesium alloys, this cost is justifiable due to the information they provide concerning the high
degree of anisotropy (Marin, 2006). It is hoped that better understanding of the processes that
occur within a microstructure during deformation may be used to obtain more accurate properties
at a larger scale and help use design knowledge in manufacturing processes (Dawson, 2000).
Mesoscale crystal plasticity allows each grain to be discretized into numerous finite
elements or, as is the case in these simulations, each grain may be composed of a single finite
element.

Balance laws are calculated for each individual crystal and the solution of these

equations is used to partition the total deformation between the crystals. Once the applied
deformation is known for each crystal, the condition of the crystal is evolved by numerically
integrating the constitutive equations. The anisotropic material behavior of each single crystal is
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taken into account at every point in the finite element model. In this way the relative straining of
the individual crystals can evolve as the aggregate deforms (Sarma and Dawson, 1996) (Dawson
and Marin, 1998) (Cailletaud et al., 2003).

3.1.2 Finite Element Representation of Grain Structure
Accurate grain structure representation is also desired to examine the interaction between
grains. Theoretically, the closer the simulated grain shape to the true physical grain shape the
more accurate the results.

Various attempts have been made to statistically reproduce the

seemingly random grain shapes and sizes present in metals. Thibaux et al. (2000) used Voronoi
polyhedron-shaped cells to fit an existing mesh. This allowed grains of different phase to have
different sizes and allowed the specification of the distance separating the grains. Diard et al.
(2005) also used a form of the Voronoi representation in his study of the high temperature
deformation of HCP zirconium. Hartig and Mecking (2005) used prismatic-shaped crystals in his
two phase iron copper plasticity model. Grains may also be represented as twelve-sided rhombic
dodecahedra providing a space-filling interlocking geometric crystal shape (Han and Dawson,
2005), (Barton and Dawson, 2001), (Mika and Dawson, 1998).
It has been shown that the grain structure of magnesium does effect its mechanical
behavior. Agnew and Duygulu (2005) showed that grain boundaries affect the slip of different
dislocations in different ways. They suggested that the different slip mechanisms may even
exhibit different grain size depenancies. Staroselsky and Anand (2003) found it necessary to add
a term to their crystal-mechanics model to account for grain boundary effects. They suggest that
relative sliding and separation between neighboring grains could be important factors. The
dependancy of magnesium alloys on grain structure is another reason that crystal plasticity is
useful. For this work, the grains were simply taken to be cubes of equal size. This method is
often used with acceptable results although more advanced grain representation would be
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beneficial (Sarma and Dawson, 1996) (Dawson and Marin, 1998). We did experiment with
dodecahedra-shaped grains, but found meshes of this type to be more difficult to use when
assigning different phases to the grains since numerous finite elements were needed to compose
each crystal.

3.2 Crystal Plasticity Model

3.2.1 Formulation
The plasticity model used in this work is based on a previous rigid visco-plastic formulation with
a number of changes (Marin and Dawson, 1998) including the ability to incorporate two separate
phases within the model. The model was created to simulate the isothermal, quasi-static, large
deformation of polycrystalline metals. Crystallographic slip is assumed to be the dominant means
of deformation. Three slip systems are taken into account: the basal 0001 1120 system, the
prismatic 1100 1120 system, and the pyramidal 1011 1123 system. The treatment of
twinning behavior for the HCP crystals is accomplished using the hardening model as will be
discussed later. The kinematics used are based upon the multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient into its elastic and plastic components as shown in Figure 3.1.
Multiplicative decomposition allows appropriate separation of the different kinematic stages of
deformation (Lee, 1969) (Bammann and Johnson, 1987).

The elastic component of the

deformation gradient is further decomposed into the symmetric left stretch tensor Ve and the
orthogonal rotation tensor Re introducing two intermediate configurations between the
undeformed B0 and deformed B configurations.
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Figure 3.1

Kinematics of deformation by crystallographic slip using a multiplicative
decomposition of the deformation gradient into F = FeFp with Fe = VeRe

3.2.2 Constitutive Equations
The single crystal constitutive equations are written with respect to the

intermediate

configuration by elastically unloading the deformed crystal from the current configuration β
through the elastic stretch   to a stress-free state. The equations therefore describe both
plastic flow due to slip and rotation of the lattice. The thermodynamics used are based upon
established theories (Coleman and Gurtin, 1967). The hardening rule is a dislocation-based
approach based on the evolution equations of Kocks and Mecking (1979).

The plasticity

equations are derived first for the case of large elastic strains and are then simplified using the
small strain assumption, which has been proven appropriate for metals in which the elastic strains
are considerably smaller than the plastic strains. The single crystal constitutive model expressed
in the intermediate unloaded configuration is given by equations 3.1
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 represents the referred additive decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor in , 

where 
  and
is the decomposition of the spin tensor in , "# is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress in , 
  are the rate of deformation tensor and spin tensor in β* respectively, + , is the evolution

equation for shearing rates, 2 , is the resolved shear stress on the α slip system, 75, is the evolution
equation for lattice strains, and 4 5, is the evolution equation for the slip system strength. The
small strain assumption for Ve states
Ve = 1 + ε e

II εe II << 1

(3.2)

This assumption effectively means that second intermediate and the current configurations differ
by an infinitesimal amount. Using the small strain assumption, the single crystal constitutive
equations expressed in an intermediate unloaded configuration are given as
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3.2.3 Numerical Representation of Twinning Hardening
The hardening model used is based on the evolution equation for dislocation density
given by Kocks and Mecking (1979) and is modified to reproduce the response with twinning.
This method assumes that the storage and annihilation of statistically stored dislocations
determines the hardening. The dislocation density evolution equation can be related to the
evolution of the internal elastic strain according to Acharya and Beaudoin (2000).

Then

assuming that all slip systems harden at the same rate the evolution equation for crystal strength

45, is expressed as
45,  ?@ 45 , + , ,
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where + , is the evolution equation for shearing rates, h0 is a hardening constant, 45,I is the slip
system saturation strength, and 4I,B is the initial slip system strength. The saturation strength is
given by
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(3.5)
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where 45,IB and +IB are material parameters. The exponent m’ is also a material parameter that
may be used since the simulations are assumed to be isothermal. To reproduce the effect of
twinning on the response, a modification was made to allow for a lower intial saturation strength
until the strain at which twinning is completed. When textured and stressed so that the majority
of the c-axes of the aggregate are in tension, twinning in magnesium produces a definite change
in the stress-strain response until the point at which all the grains have undergone twinning.
Depending upon the orientation, theoretical values of strain at which twinning is completed range
from 5.6 to 6.4% (Kelley and Hosford, 1968a). To model the initial leveling off of the response
at low strains followed by an S-shaped increase in stress to fracture, the saturation threshold
strength κs,S0 is specified to have a lower value until the desired strain has been reached. To
smooth the curve as the transition occurs from the higher to the lower saturation strengths, the
saturation strength is increased using an exponential function over a small strain range. The
change in the hardening scheme is shown in the plane strain compresion simulation in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Alternate saturation strength threshold values to reproduce the effect of twinning
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Additionally, the constant h0 in the hardening model was given a dependence on the
stress invariants J2 and J3 in an attempt to differentiate between the loadings under which
twinning occurs. The stress invariant function used was taken from Horstemeyer et al. (2000).
This h0 remains constant during tensile loading when twinning is not activated but takes the
following form during compressive loading.
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(3.6)


For these simulations, C1 = 10 and C2 = C3 = 1. As deformation proceeds, elements may change

from tensile to compressive loading states and twinning should become active when compression
of the c-axis begins to occur. We hoped to use the third invariant of stress to signal these changes
and begin the use of the twinning model when an element enters compression, but this proved to
be difficult. During the tensile simulations, as deformation proceeds the third invariant indicates
that some of the crystals enter a state of compression. However, we were unable to switch these
elements to the twinning model as it required lower saturation strengths and initial slip system
strengths that would not allow the model equations to converge. For this reason, when tensile
boundary conditions were applied, none of the crystals used the twinning model, and when
compressive boundary conditions were applied all of the crystals in the aggregate used the
twinning model.
The model is unable to differentiate when a crystal should twin and the correct twinning
model must be used when loading that will place the c-axis in tension is applied. The effects of
twinning are not represented in the kinematics, and we acknowledge that this is likely needed.
This study focused on the kinetics and associated twinning effects on the saturation strengths as
twins pin dislocations until saturation of twinning occurs. This implementation of twinning does
not affect the texture evolution. This is shown in plane strain compression pole figures in Figure
3.3 and uniaxial compression pole figures in Figure 3.4. These simulations were conducted both
with and without the twinning modification to the hardening rule using 200 hexagonal crystals in
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the material point simulator implementation of the model which will be discussed later. Figures
3.3 and 3.4 shows that the texture is virtually unchanged by the twinning modification although
the stress response closely matches experimental data as will also be shown later.

Figure 3.3

Material point simulator comparison of texture after plane strain compression
loading with and without the twinning modification

Figure 3.4

Material point simulator compression of texture after uniaxial compression
loading with and without the twinning modification
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

4.1 Verification of the Numerical Twinning Implementation

4.1.1 Implementation of the Model
To determine the constants of the model from experimental data, the constitutive
equations were implemented in a material point simulator and in the finite element code
ABAQUS (2007). The material point simulator code (MPS) was used initially, and the resulting
response was then verified using ABAQUS simulations. The material point simulator uses the
Taylor assumption to partition strain between elements. This theory assumes that the deformation
of each crystal is the same as the deformation of the continuum point (Taylor, 1938). No
topology is assumed for the individual crystals at each point, and each crystal experiences the
same deformation.
Experimental data from a work on AZ31 sheet was used to fit the properties for the
magnesium (Lou, et al. 2007). In this work, O-temper AZ31B sheet of 6.4 mm thickness was
machined into standard ASTM tensile specimens and subjected to tensile, compressive, and shear
deformation. The tests were carried out at a constant strain rate of 10-3 s-1 after it was proven that
the response did not differ signifcantly as the strain rate was varied. To reach the desired strains
in compression, a through-thickness stabilizing force was required. This was accomplished using
flat steel plates and hydraulic cylinders. This work was particularly appropriate for examination
with crystal plasticity since the AZ31B sheet considered shows a high degree of anisotropy and a
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strong texture. In both the tensile and compressive tests Lou et al. (2007) machined specimens
such that the loading would be in three directions: the transverse, rolling, and 45° between the
rolling and transverse. This is noteworthy because the in-plane anisotropy of magnesium sheet is
evident as shown in Figure 4.1 from Lou et al. (2007) indicating the differences in the in-plane
strength of the magnesium alloy sheet. For both tensile and compressive loading the transverse
direction loading is strongest and the rolling direction loading weakest. The low initial yield and
inflected stress response characteristic of twinning were apparent. For this work, we used the
rolling direction loading data although it would be worthwhile to attempt to reproduce the 45°
and transverse direction loading using crystal plasticity as well.

Figure 4.1

AZ31B experimental hardening tests (Lou et al. 2007)

Property constants for both aluminum and magnesium were required since each phase
was modeled separately. This model had previously been used in aluminum simulation, so the
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established pure aluminum constants were used

(Beaudoin et al., 1994).

Because all the

modifications to the crystal plasticity model in this work were used to simulate the behavior of
HCP-structured magnesium, only new constants for magnesium needed to be determined and
verified. The viscoplasticity constants for magnesium shown in Table 4.2 were obtained using an
aggregate of 200 HCP grains subjected to uniaxial tension and compression in the material point
simulator. The response to this loading was fit by to the experimental data of Lou et al. (2007).
It was necessary to use a separate set of constants for the magnesium depending on
whether tensile or compressive loading was to be applied in order to appropriately account for the
compressive twinning behavior.

In the material point simulator, uniaxial tensile loading is

represented with velocity gradient components of l11 = 1, l22 = l33 = –0.5, other components
lij = 0. Similarly, uniaxial compressive loading is represented with velocity gradient components
l11 = –1, l22 = l33 = 0.5, other components lij = 0. Initial Euler angles were specified to be
consistent with those of a basal, rolled-sheet texture for magnesium. The resulting uniaxial
tension and compression responses are given in Figure 4.2. The elasticity constants for both the
aluminum and magnesium were taken from (Brandes and Brook, 1992). The plasticity constants
for the aluminum and the magnesium are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1

Material parameters for the aluminum phase
C11
108.2 GPa

Table 4.2

Viscoplasticity Constants
h0
κs,0
κs,S0
200 MPa
210 MPa
330 MPa

γ0
1.0 s-1

m
0.02

Elasticity Constants
C12
C44
61.3 GPa
28.5 GPa
γS0
5 x 1010 s-1

m’
0.0

Material parameters for the magnesium phase
C11
177.9 GPa
γ0
1.0 s-1

m
0.05
γ0
1.0 s-1

m
0.05

C12
77.1 GPa

Elasticity Constants
C13
C33
64.2 GPa
123.0 GPa

Tensile Viscoplasticity Constants
h0
κs,0
κs,S0
435 MPa
20 MPa
108 MPa

C44
49.2 GPa

m’
0.005

Compressive Viscoplasticity Constants
h0
κs,0
κs,S01
κs,S02
285 MPa
5 MPa
15 MPa
110 MPa

γS0
5 x 1010 s-1

m’
0.005

γS0
5 x 1010 s-1

400
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True Stress (MPa)

300
250
200
Compression Exp
[Lou et al 2007]
Tension Exp [Lou et
al 2007]
Compression Sim
MPS
Tension Sim MPS

150
100
50
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

True Strain

Figure 4.2

Material point simulator modeling of experimental AZ31B uniaxial tension and
compression data from Lou et al. (2007)
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4.1.2 ABAQUS and MPS Comparison
After matching the experimental response using the material point simulator, cases were
run in the ABAQUS user material routine implementation of the model to verify that the results
matched those given by the material point simulator.

This allows comparison of Taylor

averaging and finite element averaging. Two loading conditions were used in both tension and
compression – plane strain loading and uniaxial loading. For each loading case, an aggregate of
200 HCP grains was used in the material point simulator. In the material point simulator, uniaxial
tensile loading is represented with velocity gradient components of l11 = 1, l22 = l33 = –0.5,
other components lij = 0. Similarly, uniaxial compressive loading is represented with velocity
gradient components l11 = –1, l22 = l33 = 0.5, other components lij = 0.
In the ABAQUS simulations, two different simulation cases were considered: a Taylor
averaged single element representing 200 grains and a finite element averaged 216 element
simulation where each element represents one crystal. The single element simulation uses the
Taylor assumption to partition the strain between the 200 crystals in the same manner as the
material point simulator. The 216 element ABAQUS simulation uses the finite element solver to
distribute the deformation. The 216 element aggregate used a 6 x 6 x 6 cube of elements with
overall dimensions equal to the single element simulation. In each case 8-noded brick elements
with reduced integration are used (ABAQUS type C3D8R). The loading in ABAQUS is specified
as displacement loading with an amplitude such that a constant strain rate of 1 s-1 is used. To
simulate uniaxial loading in ABAQUS, the –2, –1, and –3 faces were constrained to move along
their normal directions and the displacement loading was applied to the +3 face. To simulate
plane strain tensile loading, the material point simulator is used with a velocity gradient with
components l11 = –l33 = –1.0s-1, and all other components lij = 0. Similarly, plane strain
compressive loading is represented as a velocity gradient with components l11 = –l33 = 1.0s-1,
and all other components lij = 0. For plane strain conditions in ABAQUS, the cube faces –y, +y,
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–x, and –z are constrained to move along their normal directions and the displacement loading is
applied to the +3 face. All the property fitting test cases used the same initial crystallographic
orientations representing a textured HCP material. The resulting responses are shown in Figures
4.3 and 4.7. The initial textures for the plane strain and uniaxial tension and plane strain and
uniaxial compression simulations are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.8 and the final deformed
textures are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.9, and 4.10.
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Figure 4.3

Material points simulator and ABAQUS magnesium tensile simulation
comparison

Figure 4.4

Random initial texture

Figure 4.5

Final texture after plane strain tension loading

Figure 4.6

Final texture after uniaxial tension loading
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Uniaxial Compression
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Figure 4.7

Material point simulator and ABAQUS magnesium compressive simulation
comparison

Figure 4.8

Random initial texture

Figure 4.9

Final texture after plane strain compression loading

Figure 4.10

Final texture after uniaxial compression loading
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The relatively good agreement between the ABAQUS and material point simulator test
cases indicates that the use of these constants for magnesium should provide accurate, consistent
finite element results. The Taylor averaged ABAQUS simulations are comparable to the material
point simulator results since only a single finite element was used eliminating the difference in
strain partitioning between the two approaches when multiple elements are used. The differences
observed are relatively minor and are likely due to differences in boundary conditions and loading
between the two methods. ABAQUS uses mixed boundary conditions unlike the kinematically
driven conditions of the material point simulator. Slight differences in responses as deformation
proceeds between the two implementations of the model are consistent with earlier findings
(Marin 2006) (Dawson and Marin 1998).
The deformed textures from the material point simulator and the Taylor averaged
ABAQUS simulations match one another closely.

The finite element averaged ABAQUS

simulations shows a texture that, although similar, is not as sharply defined. This is due to the
interfaces between the elements preventing the rotation of the crystals when multiple elements
are used. In the material point simulator and Taylor averaged element ABAQUS simulations,
the crystals are free to rotate during deformation since there are no simulated boundaries between
grains. This could also explain the softening behavior of the finite element averaged ABAQUS
simulations at higher strains. The hardening model will not allow softening and any softening
behavior that occurs is the result of changing crystalographic orientation. Overall, the results of
the ABAQUS simulations are consistent with those from the material point simulator and the
experimental data.

4.2 Simulation of Pure Phase Aggregates
The main goal of this work was to examine the effect of varying the percentage of
aluminum phase within the magnesium matrix.
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Before creating the alloys of differing

composition, aggregates composed entirely of magnesium elements and aggregates composed
entirely of aluminum elements were tested. The resulting texture evolution will be used to
observe the changes in texture as the two phases are combined. The pure material aggregates
tested use the same loading conditions, mesh sizes, and initial textures as the alloys to be tested.
The aggregates contain 15,625 elements (25 x 25 x 25 cube) and are subjected to both uniaxial
tension and plane strain compression test simulations beginning with an initial texture typical of
rolled sheet material for both the magnesium and aluminum. The samples were subjected to
uniaxial tensile loading by constraining the –1, –2, and –3 cube faces to move in their normal
directions and applying a displacement load amplitude to the +3 face such that a uniform strain
rate of 10-4 s-1 is applied. The resulting deformed tensile aggregates are given in Figure 4.11.
The stress-strain response of the pure phase tensile simulations is shown in Figure 4.12 along
with comparable published experimental data. The aluminum experimental data is from tests on
1100Al (Johnson and Holmquist, 1988), and the magnesium experimental data is from tests on
pure extruded magnesium (Agnew et al., 2002). Pole figures showing the initial and final
textures from the simulations are given in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.
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Figure 4.11

Pure aluminum and magnesium aggregates after uniaxial tensile deformation in
the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain
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Figure 4.12

Pure phase tensile simulations compared with published experimental data

Figure 4.13

Pure aluminum initial rolled sheet texture and final texture after uniaxial tensile
deformation in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.14

Pure magnesium initial rolled sheet texture and final texture after uniaxial tensile
deformation in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain
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The pure phase aggregates were subjected to plane strain compression loading by
constraining the –1, +1, and –2 cube faces to move in their normal directions and fixing three
points in the center of the –2 face in all three directions to prevent motion of the entire body.
Again a displacement load was applied to the +3 face such that a constant strain rate of 10-4 s-1
was applied. The deformed compressive aggregates are shown in Figure 4.15. The stress-strain
response of the pure phase compression simulations is compared with published experimental
data in Figure 4.16. The aluminum compression data is from tests on 1100Al (Nicholas, 1982),
and the magnesium data is from compression tests on pure extruded magnesium (Graces et al.,
2006)

Pole figures showing the initial and final textures from the simulations are given in

Figures 4.17 and Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.15

Pure aluminum and magnesium aggregates after plane strain compressive
deformation in the rolling (2) direction to 30% strain
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Figure 4.16

Pure phase compression simulations compared with published experimental data

Figure 4.17

Pure aluminum initial rolled sheet texture and final texture after plane strain
compression deformation in the rolling (2) direction to 70 % strain

Figure 4.18

Pure magnesium initial rolled sheet texture and final texture after plane strain
compression deformation in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain
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The simulation of aggregates composed entirely of aluminum and entirely of magnesium
allows the differences in their deformation characteristics to be observed. During tensile and
compressive loading, the aluminum elements deform in a consistent manner and the magnesium
elements deform much more unevenly.

The change in texture as the pure aluminum and

magnesium is loaded in tension and compression will be compared later to the texture changes of
alloy combinations of the two phases.

4.3 Simulation of Varying Aggregate Size
In materials modeling it is important to use a sufficient number of grains to accurately
represent the behavior of the aggregate. This sample size is often termed a representative volume
element (RVE) meaning that enough grains are considered such that the addition of grains will
not markedly change the macroscopic properties. It has been shown that, for HCP metals, in both
finite element and material point simulator plasticity methods, at least 250 grains should be used
to achieve sufficient representation in mechanical response and texture evolution (Marin, 1995).
Our computational resources allow considerably larger aggregates to be used however. To test
the influence of aggregate size, three finite element simulations are tested.
Using the two-phase ABAQUS umat with the material constants given in Tables 4.1 and
4.2, an alloy of 91 wt% magnesium and 9 wt% aluminum (AZ91) is simulated using three
aggregates of increasing size. The first aggregate uses 2,000 elements (8 x 8 x 8 cube), the
second uses 15,625 elements (25 x 25 x 25 cube), and the third uses 29,791 elements (31 x 31 x
31 cube). Each case uses a random initial distribution of Euler angles that gives no initial texture.
The desired volume fraction of alloying is specified by choosing at random the desired number of
elements to represent aluminum grains and specifying the remaining grains be modeled as
magnesium. The three cases are subjected to uniaxial tensile loading by constraining the –1, –2,
and –3 cube faces from movement in their normal directions and applying a displacement load
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amplitude to the +3 face such that a uniform strain rate of 10-4 s-1 is applied. The three cases are
shown in Figure 4.19 where the darker-colored elements represent FCC phase and the lightercolored elements represent HCP phase. The deformed meshes are given in Figure 4.20, and the
resulting stress strain responses are shown in Figure 4.21. The initial and final Euler angles of the
samples are given in Figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24.

Figure 4.19

Size 1 (2,000 elements), Size 2 (15,695 elements), and Size 3 (29,791 elements)
undeformed AZ91 aggregates
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Figure 4.20

Size 1 (2,000 elements), Size 2 (15,695 elements), and Size 3 (29,791 elements)
aggregates deformed under uniaxial tensile loading to a strain of 70%
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Figure 4.21

True stress versus true strain response for the three size simulations subjected to
uniaxial tensile loading
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Figure 4.22

Initial texture for the aluminum and magnesium phases used in the size testing
simulations

Figure 4.23

Final texture for the aluminum phase for the three size samples after uniaxial
tension loading in the 2 direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.24

Final texture for the magnesium phase for the three size samples after uniaxial
tensile loading in the 2 direction to 70% strain

The three simulations give similar responses in terms of both stress responses and
deformation textures even though the number of elements in the simulations differs considerably.
Figure 4.21 shows no discernable difference in the strength of the aggregate as the number of
elements included in the simulation is increased significantly. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show that all
three size samples exhibit a typical tensile texture after deformation. Based upon these results,
we will use meshes of size 2 (25 x 25 x 25 cube containing 15,625 elements) for the remainder of
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the simulations. This should provide more than enough grains to adequately examine the
interaction between the FCC and HCP phases with little sensitivity to mesh size.

4.4 Simulation of Varying Alloy Pattern
Simulations were then created to examine the effect of the dispersion of the FCC phase
within the HCP aggregate. In all the simulations in this work, the phases were assigned randomly
to elements based upon a desired volume percentage of each phase. The random phase
assignments mean that FCC elements could be defined next to one another or they could be more
evenly separated by HCP elements within the aggregate.

To examine the effect of these

possibilities three aggregates were created using different random phase assignments with the
same volume percentage composition of FCC phase. This was accomplished by running the
element definition code, which is given in Appendix I, three separate times and creating three
ABAQUS input files using these definitions. The aggregates contain 9 wt% aluminum and were
subjected to plane strain compression by fixing the +1, –1, and –2 faces in their normal
directions. Three points evenly spaced along the center of the –2 face were fixed in all three
directions to prevent movement of the entire aggregate, and loading was applied to the +2 face
such that a constant strain rate of 10-4 s-1 was achieved. The three aggregates tested are shown
undeformed in Figure 4.25 and after deformation to 30% strain in Figure 4.24. After 30% strain,
excessive element distortion makes the aggregate unrealistic. The resulting stress strain response
is shown in Figure 4.27. The initial texture used for the simulations is a basal texture typical of
magnesium alloy sheet as shown in Figure 4.28. The final texture after plane strain compression
is shown in the aluminum pole figures in Figure 4.29 and the magnesium pole figures in Figure
4.30.
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Figure 4.25

Sample aggregates created with different random phase assignments of 9 wt%
aluminum
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Figure 4.26

Sample aggregates created with different random phase assignments of 9 wt%
aluminum after plane strain compression loading to a strain of 30%
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Figure 4.27

Stress versus strain response for the random pattern simluations after plane strain
compression loading
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Figure 4.28

Initial texture used in the random pattern testing simulations

Figure 4.29

Final aluminum texture in the three random pattern test cases after plane strain
compression loading in the normal (2) direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.30

Final magnesium texture in the three random pattern test cases after plane strain
compression loading in the normal (2) direction to 70% strain

The deformed meshes in Figure 4.26 show that the samples can behave quite differently
if only the location of the FCC elements within the aggregate is changed. The highly anisotropic
nature of the magnesium elements is affected by the presence of 9 wt% aluminum. The stress
strain response in Figure 4.27 does show that in terms of overall macroscopic strength the three
patterns are relatively similar. The strain at which the twinning is completed varies slightly and
the stresses after 25% strain do differ somewhat as the elements deform more severely. The three
patterns do exhibit similar texture evolution as shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Patterns 1 and 2
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show nearly identical texture and pattern 3 has a slightly more diffuse texture. The difference in
the texture in the third pattern simulation is likely due to this geometry’s more exaggerated
element distortion. This is beginning to become evident at the strain shown in Figure 4.26 as the
elements at the bottom of the Pattern 3 aggregate are deforming more severly than those in the
other two simulation cases.

4.5 Simulation of Varying Alloy Composition

4.5.1 Uniaxial Tension
Once the pure magnesium and aluminum simulations were run for comparison, 15,625
element aggregates were constructed with aluminum alloying compositions representative of
AZ31, AM60, and AZ91. AZ31 uses 3 wt% (1.99 vol%) aluminum, AM60 uses 6 wt% (4.11
vol%) aluminum, and AZ91 uses 9 wt% (6.37 vol%) aluminum. Again, the aluminum phase was
distributed randomly within the aggregate using the volume percentage to specify the desired
number of elements to be modeled as FCC. The undeformed aggregates are shown in Figure 4.31
where the darker-colored elements represent aluminum and the lighter-colored elements are
magnesium.
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Figure 4.31

3%, 6%, and 9% alloy undeformed sample aggregates

These samples were subjected to uniaxial tensile loading by constraining the –1, –2, and
–3 cube faces to move in their normal directions and applying a displacement load amplitude to
the +2 face such that a uniform strain rate of 10-4 s-1 is applied just as was done with the pure
phase simulations. The deformed aggregates are shown in Figure 4.32. The stress versus strain
response is shown in Figure 4.33. The initial and final textures are shown in Figures 4.34, 4.35,
and 4.46.
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Figure 4.32

3%, 6%, and 9% alloy aggregates after uniaxial tensile loading in the rolling (2)
direction to 70% strain
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Figure 4.33

Stress versus strain response for the 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy aggregates after
uniaxial tensile loading
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Figure 4.34

Initial texture for the aluminum and magnesium phases in the alloy simulations

Figure 4.35

Final aluminum texture for the 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy simulations after uniaxial
tensile loading in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.36

Final magnesium texture for the 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy simulations after uniaxial
tensile loading in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.33 shows that the stress response is consistent between the three alloys with the
strength decreasing as the percentage of weaker aluminum phase is increased. Figures 4.34, 4.35,
and 4.36 show the evolution of texture during tensile deformation. These textures differ from
those in the alloying pattern simulations above since these pole figures were plotted normal to the
sheet normal (3) direction in an attempt to match those given in Lou et al. (2007). The aggregate
size simulations used pole figures plotted normal to the 2 direction.
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4.5.2 Sheet Metal Forming Application
The initial texture used in tension simulations can be varied to examine formability
characteristics.

The high degree of anisotropy of the magnesium elements means that the

deformation may be quite non-uniform. This is especially evident in the differing shape of the
pure magnesium and aluminum uniaxial tensile simulations in Figure 4.13. To compare the
deformed shape of the alloys with that of the pure elements, a cross section of both the pure and
alloy simulations is given in Figure 4.37. The cross sections were taken from the middle of the
deformed tensile aggregates and show that the all-aluminum simulation essentially retained its
square cross-section after deformation while the magnesium and its alloys showed considerably
more straining in the 3 direction than in the 1 direction. This is a clear indication of the highly
anisotropic nature of magesium compared to aluminum.

Figure 4.37

Cross sections of pure and alloy aggregates after tensile deformation in the
rolling direction with an in-plane c-axis orientation
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To further compare the anisotropy of magnesium and its alloys, tensile simulations were
also conducted with an initial texture such that the c-axes of the majority of the grains was
oriented 90° to the previous simulations.

This effectively compares a through-thickness

orientation of the c-axis with an in-plane orientation. It has been shown that when the c-axis is
oriented normal to the sheet there is an increased resistance to through-thickness straining
(Dawson and Marin, 1998). This is apparent in Figure 4.37 where the c-axes are oriented in the
3 direction causing the majority of the straining to occur in the 1 direction. The same is true in
the cross sections shown in Figure 4.38 where the c-axes are oriented in the 1 direction causing
the majority of the straining to occur in the 3 direction.

Figure 4.38

Cross sections of pure and alloy aggregates after tensile deformation in the
rolling direction with a through-thickness c-axis orientation

A common method used to examine the formability of a metal is the calcuation of an Rvalue parameter. This parameter represents the ratio of width to thickness strains during tensile
loading. An isotropic material would have an R-value of one since the straining is the same in all
directions. Using the cross sections in Figures 4.37 and 4.38 the strain in the 1 and 3 directions
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was calculated and used to plot the change in R-value as a function of increasing aluminum
content. This plot, shown in Figure 4.39, indicates that the pure aluminum is considerably more
isotropic than magnesium or its alloys. The symmetry of the R-value plot about an R-value of 1
is to be expected since the initial textures for both the through-thickness and in-plane c-axes
orientation are quite similar although they are oriented 90° from one another. It is interesting that
the 3% and 6% alloys appear to be slightly more anisotropic than pure magnesium and the 9%
alloy was determined to be just less anisotropic than the pure magnesium.

Figure 4.39

R-value vs aluminum content for the in-plane and through-thickness c-axis
orientation tensile simulations

4.5.3 Plane Strain Compression Simulation
The 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy aggregates were also subjected to plane strain compressive
loading. This loading was created by fixing the +3, –3, and –2 faces in their normal directions.
Three points in the center of the –2 face were fixed in all three directions to prevent movement of
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the entire aggregate, and loading was applied to the +2 face such that a constant strain rate of 10-4
s-1 was achieved. The aggregates are shown in Figure 4.40 after a compressive strain of 30%. At
higher compressive deformations the elements distorted severely in an unrealistic manner. The
stress versus strain response is shown in Figure 4.31. The initial and final textures are shown in
Figures 4.42, 4.43, and 4.44.

Figure 4.40

3%, 6%, and 9% alloy aggregates after plane strain compressive loading in the
rolling (2) direction to 30% strain
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Figure 4.41

Stress versus strain response for the 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy aggregates after plane
strain compressive loading
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Figure 4.42

Initial texture for the aluminum and magnesium phases in the alloy simulations

Figure 4.43

Final aluminum texture for 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy simulations after plane strain
compressive loading in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain

Figure 4.44

Final magnesium texture for 3%, 6%, and 9% alloy simulations after plane strain
compressive loading in the rolling (2) direction to 70% strain

Figures 4.40 and 4.41 show that the compressive deformation is more anisotropic than
the previous tensile loading.

The final magnesium textures in Figure 4.44 also show a

considerable difference between the alloys. The magnesium texture from the 9% aluminum
simulation apprears to rotate differently than the other two alloys. Overall the magnesium texture
from the alloy compression is similar to the pure magnesium compression texture in Figure 4.18,
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but the aluminum elements within the alloy have a final texture considerably different from the
pure aluminum compression texture in Figure 4.17.

This is to be expected since the

comparatively few aluminum grains within the alloy simulations are surrounded by magnesium
grains preventing their rotation while in the pure aluminum compression simulation they were
free to rotate since their neighboring grains were also FCC phase.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The crystal elasto-viscoplastic model considered represents a step towards the inclusion
of more microstructural information in the simulation of magnesium alloys. The aggregate size
simulations prove that we were able to use sufficient numbers of elements to make the results
nearly insensitive to changing simulation size. Figure 4.21 shows no discernable difference in
response if the number of elements we used for the simulations in this work is halfed or doubled.
This is consistent with previous published findings concerning required simulation size (Marin,
1995) (Dawson and Marin, 1998).
There was some difference in response as the pattern of alloying was varied however.
This is evident in Figure 4.27 as the three different pattern simulations showed slightly different
transitions during the range in which twinning was completed. Pattern 2 also begins to soften
slightly during the latter stages of deformation whereas the other two patterns don’t exhibit this
behavior. All three patterns do show the same initial yield points and secondary yield points after
twinning. Figure 4.26 shows that there are differences in the element shapes of the deformed
pattern aggregates. By varying only the location of the aluminum elements within the aggregate,
the final shape of the aggregates differs with the different patterns beginning to yield in different
locations. The final texture of the aluminum in the third pattern simulation is not as sharp as that
of the other two pattern simulations, and the magnesium shows some difference also. Although
the three cases have essentially the same texture, changing the location of the FCC elements
within the aggregate did produce a change in texture.
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The pure element simulations show that the difference in the deformation of aluminum
and magnesium is significant. Figures 4.13 and 4.15 show that the simulated aluminum elements
are more consistent in their deformation pattern than the magnesium elements. The difference in
deformed element shape suggests that the location and amount of aluminum alloying element
within a magnesium matrix could affect the overall deformed shape. This is consistent with the
results of the simulations in which the pattern of alloying was varied and the overall deformed
aggregate changed considerably (Figure 4.26). The pure aluminum and magnesium are shown to
match experimental stress-strain responses in Figures 4.16 and 4.12.
Considering the alloy simulations, both the tension and compression simulations show a
decrease in strength as the amount of the weaker aluminum phase is increased. Both Figure 4.33
and Figure 4.41 show the 9% aluminum alloy as having the lowest true stress response of the
magnesium alloys. In terms of real materials, it is difficult to quantify the aluminum alloying
content that provides the highest strength since the solid solution strengthening effect it provides
is dependant on the microstructure of the alloy. The microstructure changes drastically with
processing conditions and the presence of other alloying elements. It has been said, however, that
the presence of 6% aluminum is ideal in terms of increasing the strength of magnesium
(Avedesian and Baker, 1999). The changes we observed in our simulations as the aluminum
content is varied are to be expected given the lower yield strength of aluminum. The results of
the tensile simulations show changes in strength that are quite consistent with changes in the
amount of aluminum. As shown in Figure 4.41, the compression simulations do differ somewhat
as alloys of increasing aluminum content are considered due to the use of the twinning
modification. The initial yield in compression is nearly identical for all three alloys, but the onset
of twinning occurs at slightly different times. As twinning is completed the 3% and 6% alloys
show similar reponses, but after the second yielding point the 6% alloy’s behavior is closer to that
of the 9% alloy.
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In terms of texture evolution, the textures predicted by the alloy simulations are
consistent with one another although they lack the tracking of twinning effects necessary to match
experimental results well. Experimentally observed textures for magnesium alloy sheet show a
strong basal texture with most of the c-axes aligned with the sheet normal direction. Some
spreading of the basal pole along the rolling direction is also commonly observed. This is shown
in the pole figure in Figure 4.45 taken from Lou et al. (2007). Our model produces a split of the
basal poles which is similar but not entirely physically accurate. This is apparent in the initial
texture of the alloy simulations in Figures 4.34 and 4.42.

Figure 4.45

Typical basal texture of AZ31 sheet (Lou et al., 2007)

During tension in the rolling direction, experimental observations show that the basal
texture isn’t changed significantly.

Figure 4.46, also from Lou et al. (2007), represents

magnesium alloy sheet after tensile deformation in the rolling direction and shows only an
angular spread of the basal poles compared to the initial sheet texture in Figure 4.45. Our model
is relatively accurate in this regard as the texture after tensile deformation in the rolling direction
is similar to its initial sheet texture as can be seen in Figures 4.34 and 4.36. This is reasonable
since the application of tension to the rolling direction of the sheet results in an extension of the caxis of the majority of the crystals just as compression in the sheet normal did to form the sheet.
As shown in Figure 4.36, our simulations also show some spreading of the split basal poles in the
transverse direction as is present in the experimental textures in Figure 4.46.
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Figure 4.46

Typical texture of AZ31 sheet after tension in the rolling direction
(Lou et al., 2007)

During compression in the rolling direction, experimental textures show that the basal
pole moves toward the rolling direction – the compression axis. This is shown in the pole figures
given in Figure 4.47 taken from the data of Lou et al. (2007). Figure 4.44 shows that our model
does predict some spreading of the initial split basal pole texture during plane strain compression.
The plane strain compression texture is not as sharply defined as that of the tensile deformation or
the initial sheet texture. Our model shows that the basal poles do rotate toward the rolling
direction although their final alignment is not as complete as the experimental figures in Figure
4.47. Our model shows a texture change that is inconsistent from one alloy to another with the
3% and 6% alloy magnesium textures showing a rotation in one direction and the 9% alloy
showing a rotation in the other direction. This could be due to the difference in the shape of the
deformed aggregates in Figure 4.40. This figure shows that during the plane strain compression
simulations, the 9% alloy showed more exaggerated element distortion in the elements near the
bottom of the aggregate. The 3% and 6% alloys show more similar deformed shapes, and this
causes their textures to be more similar.
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Figure 4.47

Typical texture of AZ31 sheet after compression in the rolling direction
(Lou et al., 2007)

The multi-phase elasto-viscoplastic model showed that varying the location and amount
of aluminum elements within a predominantly magnesium aggregate can have observable
changes on the deformation of the aggregate. The simulated tensile tests were quite consistent
with one another and the responses predictable. The compression tests showed that realistic
percentages of aluminum can impact a magnesium alloy causing different deformed element
shapes and textures.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

Although limited, the crystal elasto-viscoplastic model was able to simulate magnesium
alloys while modeling percentages of the elements using aluminum properties. Capturing all the
aspects of the highly anisotropic deformation characteristics of magnesium alloys within a model
is a difficult task that continues to be attempted by numerous methods. This work represents a
step toward the consideration of more of the microstructural features of magnesium alloys in their
modeling by taking into account the FCC phase aluminum alloying constituents. This is a novel
approach to the task of magnesium alloy modeling, and a two-phase simulation capability appears
to be a useful addition.
The two-phase ABAQUS implementation of the crystal plasticity model has proven to be
robust and consistent in its results. Variation in the amount and location of aluminum alloying
elements produced observable changes in the response of the simulations in all cases although the
effects were less apparent in the tension simulations than the compression cases. This work
focused mainly on obtaining an accurate stress strain response that matched that observed
experimentally, and the model was shown to do this well. The effect of the aluminum alloying
elements could then be investigated. The model lacks a more physical representation of twinning
necessary to reproduce experimental texture accurately, but the model did produce consistent
deformed crystallographic orientations that could be compared with one another.
The simulation method is limited at this time, and numerous improvements could be
made including more accurate grain structure representation and some form of temperature
dependence. A method of modeling some of the elements in an aggregate as deforming by
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twinning and others as deforming only by slip during the same simulation is also needed. More
importantly, an improved method of modeling twinning behavior able to track the lattice rotations
would be greatly beneficial. This would allow the simulation of more complex loading paths
while accurately tracking the texture evolution. This model could also be used to simulate the
forming characteristics of magnesium alloys in more detail once some of these shortcomings have
been addressed. The simulations do show that the vastly different deformation characteristics of
aluminum as compared to magnesium make the presence of FCC phase within the microstructure
a worthwhile consideration in the numerical modeling of magnesium alloys. It was also shown
that a modification to the hardening model allows the crystal elasto-viscoplastic model to
reproduce accurately the kinetics of twinning in the deformation of the alloys.
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ABAQUS SECTION DEFINITION SOURCE CODE
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/*ABAQUS format element set definition Source Code*/

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<ctime>
<vector>
<algorithm>
<iostream>
<cstdlib>
<cmath>

/*Seeds random number with TIME*/

using namespace std;
#define TOTGRAINS 15625
#define ALLOYPERCENT 6.373
Composition*/
int randomNum( void );
double composition( void );

/*Total of Grains of both type used */
/*
in the Material */
/*Volume Percent of Alloy

/*Returns Random Number within */
/*
TOTGRAINS*/
/*Calculates Alloy Percentage */

int main(void)
{
int random;
/*Counter in For Loop*/
int incr=0;
double comp;
comp=composition();
int size=(int) comp;
srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); //*Seed rand with time*/
int flagged;
vector<int> temp(size);
cout <<"**The value of RAND_MAX is " << RAND_MAX << endl;
cout<<"**Starting Loop \n"<<endl;
cout<<"*Elset, elset = pickedset1, internal"<<endl;
for(int i=0;i<size;i++) /*Chooses the random elements and checks
for uniqueness */
{
do{
flagged=0;
random=randomNum();
for(int j=0;j<i;j++)
{
if(temp[j]==random || random==0)
{
flagged=1;
}
}
}while(flagged==1);
temp[i]=random;
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}
sort(temp.begin(),temp.end());
for(int i=0;i<size;i++)
{
cout<< temp[i];
cout<<","<<endl;
}
cout<<"*Elset, elset = pickedset2, internal "<<endl;
sort(temp.begin(),temp.end());

for(int k = 1;k <= TOTGRAINS;k++)
/*lists the rest of the */
/* elements not assigned randomly*/
{
if(k == temp[incr] )
{
++incr;
}else
{
cout<< k ;
cout<<","<<endl;
}
}
cout<<"*Solid Section, elset = pickedset1, material = MAT_A \n";
/*prints the two section definitions*/
cout<<"1., \n";
cout<<"*Hourglass Stiffness \n";
cout<<"400., , 0., 0. \n";
cout<<"*Solid Section, elset = pickedset2, material = MAT_B \n";
cout<<"1., \n";
cout<<"*Hourglass Stiffness \n";
cout<<"400., , 0., 0. \n";
cout<<"**Alloy Percentage: "<< composition()<<endl;
return 0; /*Successful Return Value*/
}
int randomNum( void ) /*Returns Random Number within TOTGRAINS*/
{
int randNum = 0;
randNum = (rand() % TOTGRAINS);
number within TOTGRAINS*/

/*Calculates random

return randNum;
}
double composition( void ) /* Calculates Alloy Percentage - the # of */
/* random #'s needed*/
{
double comp = 0;
/*Compostion of Alloy in Percent*/
/*printf("**Alloy Percent: %i \n", ALLOYPERCENT);
printf("**Total Grains: %i \n", TOTGRAINS);
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*/
comp = (int) (TOTGRAINS * (ALLOYPERCENT * 0.01 ));
/*Calculates Alloy Percentage - need comp many random #'s*/
/*printf("**Composition: %f \n", comp);*/
return comp;
}
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